More Meaningful
Giving
Raise money for the charities that matter to you and build
customer loyalty — simply, quickly, and for free. GiveWorx
will set up, secure, and manage everything so you can
make a greater impact.

HOW IT WORKS.
GiveWorx is a plug-and-play charitable giving solution
built by ﬁntech experts to help merchants generate
goodwill and encourage repeat business.

PICK
A GiveWorx partner charity or one
that’s close to your heart.

INSTALL
GiveWorx via ecommerce, Shopify, mobile
app, ﬁnancial platform, or QR code.

CELEBRATE
How simple it is to drive new and
repeat business.

THREE WINDOWS, TWO CLICKS.
CHECK OUT

Thank you
for donating

Join <Your Brand> in supporting
<Charity You Choose> for a good
reason.
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Thank you for your generous donation!
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Together we have made an impact
for <Charity> of choice.
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Postal code
8889900

Share Donor infomation

Coupon oﬀer to build loyalty
and returning shoppers.

DONATE
POWERED BY

POWERED BY

POWERED BY

01: ASK

02: GIVE

03: THANK

Customize the branding
and donation amounts for
the charity you choose.

Payment information loads
so your customer can donate
with a single click.

Recognize the donation
with a message and a coupon
for a future purchase.

DO GOOD. SELL MORE.
SIMPLE

OMNICHANNEL

GiveWorx is designed for ease with plug-and-play
technology and an intuitive interface.

Works whether your customers access your buying
platform from web, mobile, or QR code interface.

ATTENTIVE

STICKY

We’ll manage every step from installing the software
to ﬁelding customer service calls.

Increase brand loyalty and return business by building
goodwill and oﬀering coupons.

FLEXIBLE

DIRECT

Choose your charity or charities and raise funds
continuously or as a promotion.

Donations go straight to the charity with no
commingling of funds or administrative burdens.

SECURE
Industry-leading security measures like PCI-DSS
compliance protect customer information.

RETAILERS LIKE YOU USING GIVEWORX.

TRY IT.
Scan the QR Code
now with your
phone camera.
Built by ﬁnancial technology and payment processing specialists, GiveWorx makes it
easy for e-commerce merchants to partner with nonproﬁts, strengthen community
impact, and help online shoppers donate to the charities they support.

See how GiveWorx can help you make a greater impact.
Call: 513-479-9809 | Email: info@giveworx.com | giveworx.com

